 

Animalier has three products inside its range:
Daim (AN111 to AN316) is the result of a innovative experiment that allows to create a 3D product, using a non woven surface completely covered with velvet, on which the designs are
laser-engraved subsequently. Lights from above will ensure an
optimal yield of this product that is even scratch resistant and
washable. Cuoio (AN321 to AN628): employs the same technique used to realize Daim, but with a different kind of material it
is possible to reproduce the effect of the leather engraved, usually
exploited in fashion, to realize accessories and bags. A unique
solution that appears on the wallcovering’s market for the first
time ever. Chamois (AN731 to AN738): is created for all those
who appreciate the eco-leather effect, but prefer essential and
simple textures to obtain a more minimal final result.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

In few years Texam Home, thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses. This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create
remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s
creations is the feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something
completely natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the
wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, giving vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity.
The technical skills, unified with the brilliant innovations, brought by a
qualified creative team, ensure to the customers top level products, which
are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.

Made in Italy by:

www.texamhome.com • export@texamhome.com • +35924916565
Floor 3, 21B Moskovska Str. 1000 SOFIA - Bulgaria

HORIZONT

CORTEX

AN116

AN214

66 cm / 26” → | ←
100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

AN211

AN111

AN212

AN112

AN213

AN114

AN215

AN115

0 cm / 0” → | 0

T EC H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

The soul of this astonishing collection lies in the sensation
of naturalness and organicity, that the product transmits to
the sight and touch. A constant recall to natural elements,
both in colors and forms, blended with damasks, squares
and stripes, makes Animalier a collection with multiple
identities. Able to change the style of the interiors, Animalier
can become exotic, lively and original or modern and
architectural, depending on the effect that one wants to give.
The nature will become an integral part of your rooms.

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

COLLAGE CUOIO

SNAKE

AN628

43,5 cm / 17.1” → | ←
130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

AN321

AN621

AN327

AN624

AN328

AN627

AN731

PLAIN FIBER

0 cm / 0” → | 0

AN325

130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

SULTAN

AN733
AN421
AN732

AN734
0 cm / 0” → | 0

60,5 cm / 23.8” → | ←

AN425

AN427

AN735

AN428

98 cm / 38.6” (±3%)

130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

AN736

AN737

SEVILLA

COLLAGE DAIM

AN528

38 cm / 14.9” → | ←
130 cm / 51.2” (±3%)

AN314

AN521

AN311

AN524

AN313

AN525

AN315

AN527

AN316

50 cm / 19.7” → | ←

AN738

100 cm / 39.4” (±3%)

The portrayed colours may differ from reality

